
DIRAC note 2005-14Corretion of possible inauray of magneti �eld mapV.V.Yazkov (SINP, Mosow)August 8, 2005AbstratMagneti �eld map of the DIRAC spetrometer magnet was measured and used fordata analysis. Possible di�erene of \true" magneti �eld distribution from measured oneis onsidered in this note.IntrodutionInvestigation of QL-distribution of �+�� pairs shows that position of Coulomb peak dependson pair laboratory momentum (see Table 1). This fat ontradits to expeted position ofCoulomb peak at 0.Table 1: Dependene of Coulomb peak position of QL-distribution as a funtion of �+�� pairlaboratory momentum Plab QLGeV/ MeV/3:0� 4:0 -0.0034:0� 5:0 -0.0915:0� 6:0 -0.1026:0� 7:0 -0.3067:0� 10: -0.494There was attempt to explain this deviation with inauray in the setup geometry mea-surement. But hanges of arm axis angles and shifts of arms relatively to the spetrometermagnet enter provide shift in the �rst range (3:0� 4:0 GeV/) in 2 times less then in the lastranges (6:0�7:0 GeV/ and 7:0�10: GeV/) it is easy to see that it is impossible to put peaksto 0 in all momentum ranges simultaneously.Additional orretion ould be rotation of the �rst (big) DC hamber around Y-axis in theseondary hannel referene system (Z-axis is along an axis of seondary beam hannel). In thisase a peak shift is more or less uniform for all momentum ranges. Therefore it is possible to putall Coulomb peaks to 0 using rotation of spetrometer arm (right or left) axes by angle about0.5 mrad and rotation of the �rst big hamber by angle 6 mrad. Di�erene of real and measured1



angle of one arm axis 0.5 mrad or 0.25 mrad for both arm is possible beause this values areompatible with auray of measurements of the DIRAC setup geometry (0:2� 0:3 mm). Butangle of the �rst DC hamber rotation an not be 6 mrad beause it provides shifts of the leftand right hamber edges by � 6 mm in Z-diretion.Therefore it is need to use any another hypothesis about the reason of Coulomb peak shift.It seems that most probable reason is di�erene between measured and \true" distribution ofmagneti �eld in the spetrometer magnet of DIRAC setup.1 Magneti �eld orretionMagneti �eld map was measured in absene of surrounding radiation protetion whih inludesiron bloks. It ould be possible reason of di�erene between \true" and measured magneti�eld map.For orretion of this inauray the simplest model was used:B0(X; Y; Z) = (1 + aX)B(X; Y; Z) : (1)Here B0(X; Y; Z) is \true" magneti �eld and B(X; Y; Z) is measured one, a is a asymmetryparameter. This orretion depends only on X-oordinate beause only di�erene of �eld in theleft part of magnet relative to the right part ould provide shift in QL. Espeially if partiles ofpair have very lose value of Y-oordinate as it is for DIRAC. Linear dependene was seletedbeause an e�et is a result of inuene of magneti �eld inauray and various geometrialinauraies. In this situation it is very diÆult to provide reliable de�nition of quadrati term.And for simpliity it is reasonable to use box-like approximation of magneti �eld:sin  = sin� + 0:3BLP ; (2)R = P0:3B = Lsin  � sin� ;XOut = XIn + Los�� os sin  � sin� = XIn +R(os�� os ) ; = � + Z l0 0:3BP ds :Here B is an e�etive magneti �eld in Tesla, L - a length of �eld in meters (along Z-axisin our ase), � is an angle of upstream trak with normal to \magneti �eld box",  is anangle of downstream trak with normal to \magneti �eld box", R is a urvature radius ofpartile trajetory in a magneti �eld and l is a length of trajetory in a magneti �eld, XIn isa oordinate of entrane point to magneti �eld and XOut is a oordinate of exit point and Pis a laboratory momentum of a partile in GeV/.Variation of exit angle  due to magneti �eld inauray (1) ould be estimated as:Æ = 0B � B ' Z l0 0:3(B0 � B)P ds = Z l0 0:3BaX(s)P ds (3)2



Taking into aount Eq. 2 and relation for arh of a irle �s = R�� one obtains:Æ = Z � 0:3BaX(t)P Rdt = Z � aX(t) dt = Z � a(XIn � R os t) dt = a(XIn( � �)� L) (4)Variation of X-oordinate XOut ould be estimated in the next way:�XOut = R � R( � t)dÆ (t)dt dtos  ; (5)Æ(t) = a(XIn(t� �)� L(t)) = a(XIn(t� �)� R(sin t� sin�)) ;dÆ(t)dt = a(XIn �R os t) ;Æ(t) = aR(0:5XIn( � �)2 +R(( � �) sin�+ os  � os�))os  : (6)Hear dÆ(t)=dt is a derivative whih de�nes hange of an angle variation for ds = Rdt path.After multipliation by path length R( � t) up to the exit from a magnet �eld one obtainsdeetion from trajetory in uniform magneti �eld. Dividing of integral in Eq. 5 by os allows to take into aount an angle between partile trajetory and a normal to the magneti�eld.2 Implementation to ARIANETraking proedure of ARIANE provides trak parameters on the exit of the spetrometrimagnet and in the entrane to the magnet (in assumption that partile is generated at thetarget). Measured X-oordinate Xmeas and angle of downstream trak in X-projetion measould be presented as: Xmeas = XOut +�XOut ;meas =  + Æ : (7)Hear XOut and  are trak parameters for a magneti �eld whih orresponds to magneti�eld map. Corretions Æ and XOut are de�ned by Eqs. 4,5 and desribes di�erene between\true" and measure magneti �elds. In ARIANE these orretions are alulated by subroutineClCorrMapMF and are subtrated from measured X-parameters of downstream traks atalulation upstream trak parameters with polynomials based on the magneti �eld map.Corretion are ontrolled by parameters read from FFreadInput:CorrMapMF 1. 0. 135.CorrMapMF(1) is a sale fator for momentum, CorrMapMF(2) is parameter a (Eq.1), andCorrMapMF(3) is a �eld length in a box-like approximation.3



ConlusionThis proedure allows to estimate inuene of an asymmetry of di�erene between \true" andmeasured magneti �eld. For this purpose it is needed to investigate dependene of Coulombpeak position on a (Eq. 1). The results will be reported in one of the next DIRAC note.
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